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We created this guide for 
you, and for all of us
This is an unprecedented time at 
Hill+Knowlton Strategies and around the 
globe. We are proud of how our colleagues 
have transitioned to remote working, many 
with very little forewarning or planning. We 
also know this was not an easy task and we 
thank you. 
 
We created this document to provide helpful 
guidance on how to manage this transition, 
with your wellbeing as our top priority.

Together we will succeed

Together we are One H+K 
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You may be asking yourself some 
of these questions

We’re here to help

For my work...
 ρ How do I set up my workspace when I  
don’t have a home office?    

 ρ How do I navigate work and personal life 
when working from home?  

 ρ How can I maintain social ties with  
co-workers working remotely?  

 ρ Am I taking care of the right things? What 
should I be doing now?  

 ρ Will my work be visible? How can working 
from home impact my career progression? 

For my myself...
 ρ How can I feel connected when I live alone?  

 ρ How do I carve out a workspace when my 
roommates are driving me crazy? 

 ρ How do I balance being a parent, part-time 
teacher, caregiver and partner with work?  

 ρ How do I stay connected to those I love?  

 ρ What can I do for a colleague or friend 
who has been exposed to COVID-19 or is 
displaying symptoms?  

 ρ What is H+K doing to support me and  
my family? 
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Remote working has been here 
awhile and has advantages

growth in remote work in 2012-1744%

65%

73%

80%

85%

of employees surveyed consider themselves  
more productive working from home

share of all teams projected to have remote  
workers by 2028 

of WFH employees are “not stressed” or “moderately 
stressed”, which is less stress than reported by  
office-based workers

share of businesses surveyed that claimed productivity 
increased since offering work from home arrangements

Working From Home (WFH) saves time and money (no commute!), is great for the 
environment, can be more comfortable than office-based work and allows you to be 
more flexible with your day

Source: https://www.flexjobs.com/blog/post/remote-work-statistics/

https://www.flexjobs.com/blog/post/remote-work-statistics/
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People able to seamlessly combine work and home 
activities. They don’t mind sending emails from 
their couch in the evening and don’t feel the need 
to have designated personal time

Integrators

Extraverted segmentors 
might find it more 

challenging to  
adjust to WFH

People who want their work and home lives to be 
separate. They react negatively to any “intrusions” 
of work into their personal time (e.g., receiving 
texts and emails)

Segmentors

Introverts (Ambiverts) Extroverts

Your preference for work-life integration and interactions with other people will inform which tools and techniques 
from this guide you might find most helpful

How you are wired will impact how you adapt to WFH

Tom

Where are you 
on this matrix?

EdKate
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More on integrators & segmentors: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/when-work-takes-over-your-life-adam-grant

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/when-work-takes-over-your-life-adam-grant/
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Tips for 
successful  
and healthy 
remote 
working
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Incorporate these 7 rules to make remote work successful

1. Set up your 
workspace

2. Set boundaries

4. Help your team 
be productive

5. Stay productive 
personally

6. Master remote 
communication

7. Stay social!

3. Take care of 
your wellness
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 ρ Consider lighting, comfortable furniture, 
ergonomics, ventilation, temperature, etc. 
when setting up your space 

 ρ Try to minimize distractions in your 
workplace like noise, clutter and temptations 
to do something else, while incorporating 
white noise or music to filter out noise 

 ρ Designate a storage space for documents 
and your work equipment and put them away 
at the end of the day 

 ρ Connect your computer to a network cable or 
the strongest Wi-Fi network available 

 ρ What do you want colleagues to see? Clean 
up, hide or blur (in Teams) the space behind 
you for video conferences (VCs) 

 ρ If possible, find a room with a lock on the door 

 ρ Let others (family, roommates, etc.) know 
about your workspace and, if needed, agree 
on a signal when you don’t want to be 
interrupted (e.g., because you’re in a VC)

 ━ For example, turn on a lamp to indicate that 
you don’t want to be interrupted or hang a 
straightforward “Do not disturb” sign

Set up your workspace

Avoid turning your living space into “the in-between” 
where you’re always on the clock but… not really

You don’t need a home office to work from home, but try to designate a physical 
workspace so you can “clock in” and “clock out” 
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Working in an office provides natural boundaries that separate work from your 
personal time: (1) Different physical space; (2) Commute time to set up for work and 
decompress; (3) Reinforcement of colleagues leaving office to stop working

 ρ Start your workday with a routine that will set you in “work mode”  

 ━ Get up, take a shower, brush your teeth and get dressed before you go to your workspace 

 ━ Schedule – and keep – a start and an end time to the day 

 ━ If you used to walk to work, build that exercise time into your day  

 ━ Don’t work from bed! – using a bed as a workspace over time can make it more difficult for 
you to relax and easily fall asleep when you’re in bed 

 ━ In a similar way, try not to work from the couch or other places where you usually relax 

 ρ Find a way to decompress after work (replacing your afternoon commute) – e.g., watch Netflix 
for 30 min, exercise, play a video game or walk your dog 

 ρ If you’re an extrovert interacting with many co-workers each day at the office, set up social 
touchpoints during the day 

Discuss these rituals and boundaries with your partner, 
children, roommates, etc. to set the expectations of 
work time and personal time

Set boundaries
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 ρ Exercise – use time saved on a morning 
commute to set up your daily exercise routine 

 ρ Eat healthy – you are what you eat! Build 
healthy eating routines to stay healthy 

 ρ Make your workspace more calming –  
e.g., add plants, waterfall sounds, etc. 

 ρ Plan regular and meaningful breaks 
throughout your day

 ━ Go for a walk
 ━ Set aside 30 min to play with your kids or 
help them with a project

 ━ Make a quick call to a family member or 
friend who’s also staying home 

 ρ Try to finish VCs 2-3 minutes early so that 
those participants with back-to-back meetings 
can get a breather (the equivalent of walking 
over to another meeting) 

 ρ Set a flexible schedule – e.g., start working 
earlier than usual (e.g., 7am) to be able to take 
a break and spend time with children during 
the day (e.g., play time 11am – 1pm)

 ━ Discuss it with your manager and inform 
your team members of your availability 

 ρ Practice mindfulness and/or meditation
 ━ Set up virtual guided mindfulness/meditation 
sessions (e.g., our US colleague set up 
a daily 10-min mindfulness session for 
whoever wants to join)

 ━ Practice breathing (simplest technique: 
breath in for 5s, breath out for 5s) 

 ρ Measure output aligned to goals and key 
outcomes, not hours

Take care of your wellness

Within teams, designate buddies that check in on each 
other daily

When working from home, it’s easy to fall into the trap of a stationary lifestyle with 
few social interactions
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Help your team be 
productive

Delivering outcomes matters more than being visible or proving you are working. 
Here are some ways to show your impact, clearly identify and divide work, build 
accountability - and help us all succeed 

 ρ Set up a to-do list per team member or client in Teams with MS Planner 

 ━ Create/update this list during the check-in call every day and cross off things from it during 
the check-out call; as new tasks come up during the day, it can be updated 

 ━ Add tasks and mark them “completed” as you go – you can add tasks to your co-workers 
and your manager’s list, too – it helps avoid bottlenecks 

 ━ Add social tasks to the list (e.g., have someone organize a team lunch hour) 

 ρ Use Teams to craft together team-wide documents (e.g., have a shared file with an agenda for 
the upcoming client VC – have everyone add topics to it as they go) 

 ρ Set up daily check-ins for your team 

 ━ Schedule a recurring process call with all team members to run through what the team is 
working on and goals for the day, based on the to-do list 

 ━ Put it on your team’s calendar - morning is the best time (~8:30/9am)  

 ━ Set up individual content discussions separately to be respectful of everyone’s time
 

You can add other items to your daily check-ins and 
check-outs, e.g., “How do you feel” score (1-10) or one 
person you want to thank (e.g., during check-outs)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8qYLDJ0_fg&feature=youtu.be
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Help your team be 
productive

Delivering outcomes matters more than being visible or proving you are working. 
Here are some ways to show your impact, clearly identify and divide work, build 
accountability - and help us all succeed 

 ρ Set up daily check-outs, summarizing and prioritizing next day’s tasks 

 ━ Summarize what has been accomplished throughout the day 

 ━ Discuss what open items still need to be finished and what can be delivered later 

 ━ Put it on your team’s calendar ~70-80% into working day, so that there’s enough visibility on 
progress and some time left in the day to course correct/reprioritize 

 ━ Celebrate accomplishments 

 ρ As a team leader, send a weekly email update to senior leadership summarizing tasks 
completed throughout the week and priorities for the following week. While providing visibility to 
leadership, it allows you to reflect on whether the project is on track 

 ρ If you see a teammate struggling with remote working set up, reach out and encourage 
others to reach out to them too
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Ed Kate Tom

How to set up shared “to-do” lists in Teams

To add a shared checklist to your MS Teams group, click on 
the “+” sign next to “Files” in your team’s general view

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3
Once Planner is added to your tabs, you can create “to-do” lists

From the pop-up menu select “Planner”
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Maintain high productivity to have more time for yourself

 ρ Review your schedule in the morning and plan your day

 ━ Always set expectations on deadlines and deliverables 

 ━ Add a virtual coffee meeting to your calendar 

 ━ Take small breaks during the day. Get up and stretch. Distance often brings clarity

 ρ Expect disruptions during the day and budget time for them 

 ρ Revisit your workspace and work/life boundaries you set up – if they cause too many 
distractions, try something different 

 ρ Do not multitask – instead, try to get into your flow, when you’re deeply engaged with your 
task at hand and most productive 

 ρ Set up feedback sessions with your manager to understand how they see your work and if 
they have any advice for you 

 ρ Put time for lunch on your calendar – don’t let it slip away!

If you notice your productivity declining, requiring extra 
time to finish work (eating into your personal time), pair 
up with a buddy who can keep you motivated

Stay productive personally
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Written communication - most common when working remotely - is stripped of  
non-verbal cues, allowing for the sender’s intentions to be misread. Similarly, double 
guessing how our messages are received can cause anxiety

 ρ Understand your manager’s expectations about response time to different forms of 
communication (i.e., within 2 days for email or within 2 hours for texts) 

 ρ Discuss with your colleagues how they prefer to be reached for urgent matters (text? call? 
just an email?) – you can set this information as your status on Teams to help others 

 ρ Use video conferencing as frequently as possible

When meeting virtually:

 ━ Send out agenda in advance or put it in the meeting invite 

 ━ Always summarize next steps and their owners before everyone disconnects 

 ━ You can send a follow up email with a next steps summary – it will allow you to follow up easily 
and avoid any misunderstandings on who should do what early in the process

 ρ Give people the benefit of the doubt when reading emails and written communication – their 
email might come across completely differently than how they intended it to be read  

 ρ Agree to messaging/emailing at night or over the weekend (if not expecting an immediate 
response) - you can use Outlook to delay the delivery of your emails, no matter what time you  
wrote them

 

Once you agree on when and how to communicate, 
respect it: try to return messages within agreed timeframe

Master remote 
communication

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/delay-or-schedule-sending-email-messages-026af69f-c287-490a-a72f-6c65793744ba
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There are a number of ways to stay connected when you’re working from home

 ρ Add 5 minutes to your time estimate for each meeting – use this time for checking in with 
colleagues and talking about non-work topics 

 ━ Engage someone who usually speaks the least or a new member of the team 

 ρ Use Teams chat, WhatsApp, WeChat, KaTao Talk, Line, etc. to chat with your teammates 
about non-work topics 

 ρ Eat lunch with your co-worker over video and learn more about them 

 ρ Set up and attend virtual social gatherings like birthday celebrations, baby showers, work 
anniversaries and welcome new hires 

 ρ Organize and participate in office competitions (e.g., best family quarantine picture contest, 
most unique home office, cooking competition judged on visual appeal) 

 ρ Hold sharing sessions (e.g., have colleagues pin their favorite restaurants on Google Maps and 
share their favorite dish)

Engage in Global H+K social groups (“H+K Global”) found in Teams: 

Stay social!

DeSalva

Kate Augustine

AnnaMaria DeSalva

Lars Erik Gronntun Richard Millar

Andy Scharf

Ed Patterson

 ρ Pet Owners channel: post photos of your 
pets and see the furry friends of your 
colleagues 

 ρ Parents channel: connect with each other 
and share ideas how to organize time, 
activities and connectivity while everyone is 
at home 

 ρ Health + Fitness channel: share ideas 
for indoor exercises and get together for 
workout sessions 

 ρ Virtual Water Cooler channel: post your 
non-work pictures and let others know how 
you cope with social distancing

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/team/19%3a23f3329826dd44c1a65fa0232767fbfd%40thread.tacv2/conversations?groupId=17585eae-8c6e-487b-a76b-267d2d54d832&tenantId=25ff744a-50db-448d-8769-cf3d7cce1211
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Additional 
resources 
for unique 
situations
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Taking care of relatives

Taking care of school age 
children who are now e-learning 
or learning at home

Living with roommates

Situation What you can do What managers can do What co-workers can do

How to cope with specific situations (1/2)

 ρ Plan a weekly home schedule that 
includes your children’s e-learning 
time and partner’s availability 

 ρ Consider non-traditional work 
schedule

 ρ Enlist virtual help from relatives – 
e.g., lunch with grandma via Skype

 ρ Propose a flexible schedule to 
accommodate time with kids (e.g., 
splitting the workday to take care of 
children)

 ρ Help balance the workload, if there’s 
capacity within the team

 ρ Share teachers’ duties via VC
 ρ Share tips and tricks on how to keep 
children busy

 ρ Organize virtual playdates, dance 
parties, tutoring or other activities 
with your children

 ρ Consider a flexible schedule
 ρ Discuss your work set up with your 
relatives and manager

 ρ Explain your role to your relatives so 
they know how to help

 ρ Propose a flexible schedule
 ρ Help balance workload, if there’s 
capacity within the team

 ρ When connecting with a co-worker, 
ask about relatives and how they’re 
coping 

 ρ Adjust schedules to accommodate 
caregiver’s needs

 ρ Agree on an alternating call schedule 
(e.g., try scheduling for every second 
hour)

 ρ Designate a VC/call private space
 ρ Have an agreed signal (e.g., lamp 
on) showing you don’t want to be 
disturbed

 ρ Adjust the team schedule, if helpful 
(e.g., when other roommates also 
have a daily call at the same time)

 ρ Reassure co-workers it’s ok to 
VC from their bedroom w/o a 
professional setting

 ρ Accommodate schedules
 ρ Don’t call out any background noise 
on VCs/calls (other than asking 
everyone to go on mute when not 
speaking)

 ρ Say “Hi” when someone comes into 
frame
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Suffering from anxiety, 
depression, etc.

Living alone

Exposed to someone with 
COVID-19 or displaying 
symptoms

Situation What you can do What managers can do What co-workers can do

How to cope with specific situations (2/2)

 ρ Schedule social events on your 
calendar (min. 2/day – lunch & 
coffee)

 ρ Organize a happy hour or birthday 
party or help onboard someone – 
be an Ally!

 ρ Become a foster parent for a pet

 ρ Assign work that requires frequent 
co-operation with other team 
members

 ρ Check in daily 
 ρ Assign a buddy to check in daily

 ρ Schedule a virtual lunch
 ρ Take the person out for a virtual 
coffee

 ρ Engage in a conversation (Teams, 
WhatsApp, etc.)

 ρ Practice mindfulness (breathing 
exercises, body scan, yoga)

 ρ Use a white noise generator
 ρ Work with your pet next to you
 ρ Add plants to your workplace
 ρ Take breaks from/avoid the news
 ρ Exercise often and vigorously 
 ρ If available, call your Employee 
Assistance Program (EAP)

 ρ Check in daily 
 ρ Assign a buddy to check in daily
 ρ Propose flexible schedule

 ρ Check in daily
 ρ Take the person out for a virtual 
coffee

 ρ Engage in a conversation (Teams, 
WhatsApp, etc.)

 ρ Monitor yourself and let your 
manager know if you have 
symptoms

 ρ Stay home except to get medical 
care

 ρ Stay in touch with your doctor (call 
before you get care)

 ρ Immediately report to Human 
Resources any employee who is 
diagnosed with COVID-19 or is 
symptomatic

 ρ Remember not to display bias and to 
treat everyone with respect

 ρ Check in regularly

 ρ Ask if they would like to stay in 
touch on non-work topics 

 ρ If you live nearby, offer to deliver 
food or essential supplies

 ρ Treat them with respect and dignity
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 ρ Lead by example by sharing with your team how you’re setting up your remote work

 ρ Encourage implementing best WFH practices in your team (like the ones included in this 
document) and ask what WFH rules they set up for themselves

 ρ Help your team members remove roadblocks to successful remote work

 ρ Frequently check in on the wellbeing of your team members

 ρ Designate buddies within your team to check in on each other, paying particular attention to 
employees living alone or with other considerations (ill family members, expats, children or 
relatives living with them)

 ρ Walk in their shoes, as an empathetic exercise, to understand, recognize and remember what 
additional pressures your team may be managing

 ρ Communicate often to make sure everyone knows their roles and tasks

 ρ Be very clear in written communication and make sure it can’t be misinterpreted, doesn’t come 
across as negative, etc. In the current situation a careless email can unnecessarily elevate stress 
and anxiety levels

 ρ Celebrate good work and praise your team members (when appropriate) to reduce stress and 
anxiety levels in the team

Managers can offer  
additional support
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 ρ Take time off! Many trips were cancelled, but we all need to unplug and unwind. Take time to 
reconnect with family, unwind and find focus

 ρ Participate in personal wellness activities often led by colleagues in a market or country, 
including 15-minute meditation sessions and yoga and Zumba classes

 ρ Initiate virtual connections, including coffee chats, mentoring calls, birthdays (with songs and 
cake delivery, where available), baby showers, etc. 

 ρ Increase use of video calls – make VC the norm, regardless of how you’re dressed or who may 
come into frame 

 ρ Incorporate fun activities, like a cooking competition judged on visual appeal, guess what’s 
different from our last conversation in my room (what did I move), etc. – something to add levity

 ρ Share your life in the ways that work for you, including pictures of pets and kids, recipes, 
personal exercise challenges, etc. 

 ρ Virtually connect older children or relatives with colleagues’ younger children for dance 
lessons, to lead science experiments or subject tutoring

 ρ Increase the cadence of manager and leadership check-ins and conversations to  
stay connected

Best practices from H+K network
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General articles: 
15 Questions About Remote Work, Answered - Tsedal Neeley, HBR, March 2020
CDC: Manage Anxiety & Stress
Exaqueo: Amid Coronavirus Fears, How to Support New Remote Workers
Microsoft: Staying Productive While Working Remotely With Microsoft Teams
Trello: How To Embrace Remote Work

Crowdsourced documents:
Remote Work Survival Kit
Coronavirus HR Comms & Resources Guide

LinkedIn courses available for free:
LinkedIn training: Working Remotely
LinkedIn training: Time Management: Working From Home
LinkedIn training: Managing Stress For Positive Change
LinkedIn training: Leading at a Distance

WPP IT Academy: MS Teams trainings

Selected resources for mastering 
remote work

https://www.exaqueo.com/blog/amid-coronavirus-fears-how-to-support-new-remote-workers
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prepare/managing-stress-anxiety.html
https://www.exaqueo.com/blog/amid-coronavirus-fears-how-to-support-new-remote-workers
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2020/03/10/staying-productive-while-working-remotely-with-microsoft-teams/
https://www.exaqueo.com/blog/amid-coronavirus-fears-how-to-support-new-remote-workers
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wCeKcivSEseEnrsnDrhnFMQBPpdKGLdOmZmZ4miLpoM/edit?pli=1#heading=h.4oczywi0rabv
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12tT0_5zGELxs7M-iCwf9enUJ0-Ibe0K8tkBSbbWhYFM/preview?pru=AAABcRIcIi8*ycePGbzpJk7rnGl7z-RuNg
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/paths/remote-working-setting-yourself-and-your-teams-up-for-success
https://inside.wpp.com/insidewpp/communities/wpp-it/academy/?prompt=1
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Together we  
will succeed.
Together we are One H+K.

Hill+Knowlton Strategies

www.hkstrategies.com


